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Reviews keep saying Caldwell Shine is something different-a breath of fresh air where a breeze has been

needed. Story filled vocals, rhythmic acoustic guitar, tantalizing fretless bass, and jazzy rhythmic drums

makes this band one of the best new acts. 5 MP3 Songs POP: Today's Top 40, FOLK: Power-folk

Details: Greetings! We're some folks from Austin, Texas who love making original music that sounds

groovy, and helps to make the world a happier place by influencing people in a good way. When we

perform this music, it makes us smile and makes us feel like dancing a little groove. The synergy in this

band is amazing and we look forward to sharing it with you. Some folks say our sound is a blending of

pop, jazz, and a little folk. People say we sound like John Mayer, Sting, Dave Matthews, and Steely Dan.

Please give us a listen by clicking the music links on this page. Our sound consists of percussive acoustic

rhythm guitar, groovey bass, melodic lead guitar, expressive drums, and story filled vocals. We are happy

to offer our album, GREEN, to you the listener! GREEN, is really an EP. That means it contains fewer

songs than an album. Remember those great EPs from the 70's! GREEN truly captures the magic of how

we felt when recording this project in the studio. Our next project will be a full length album featuring more

original songs - developed from our timeless live show experiences. If you can, catch Caldwell Shine

***LIVE*** where you can hear our extensive repertoir and all the spontaneous expressions that are a big

part of the sound. People like to dance and move to our music and very often, the music evokes a smile

on their faces. If you can't catch us live, buy GREEN - which will forever be a lovely snapshot of us in

time. We'd like to invite you to visit our website where you can learn more about what we do with this

lovely art called music. Please visit us online by clicking the link to our website over yonder to the left

(where it says, "Check out the Caldwell Shine website"), or type the URL below into your browser. Then,

come back to CDBaby and purchase a CD! Don't worry, our website links back to this page. Just go to the
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Music section when you are there. caldwellshine.com Thanks for passing by. We hope you experience

good times through our music. ...love her CS ----------------------- Caldwell Shine GREEN Released by

Caldwell Shine Entertainment, LLC Copyright (c) 2004 Protected by US and International intellectual
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